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Editorial
One of the qualities of literature-worthy writing has to be the fragment of soul that
the writer/ poet imbues it with. In that aspect and that alone, I would propose that
each poem and every story is something of a Horcrux (sans the dark magic).
In the pages that follow, we present to you a careful sampling of what we believe are
works that represent some of the most soulful voices in the genres we curate. Each
work shines with sublime elegance with a capacity for empathy and that of surprise,
both essential not only to enjoy good writing but also life.
I have often felt words call out in the night. They want to be heard, they need to be
tasted, and they surely wish to be touched – sometimes inappropriately. So, take this
volume to the fire-place, or curl up by the window with your favourite blanket and
get intimate with these stories, poems and haibun.
We wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Paresh Tiwari
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Section 1
Flash Fiction
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Chandrika R Krishnan
Quagmire
What does it take to buy oneself some freedom from a stifling marriage, besides
courage? Money!
It took me 2 years to prepare myself for freedom. That is what I thought. I had
stolen a 100 here, a 500 there, a rare 1000 and plenty of 10 and 20s which I exchanged
for higher denominations for ease of carrying. Thus, I had managed to accumulate a
fairly neat amount of 10,000 to buy myself some breathing space from the sham of a
marriage that I was in. I had no family or rather not a family that is synonymous with
dependency or a ‘fall back option.’ My family felt that my place was solely in my
marital home, come what may. They definitely heard my tales of woes for they too
had to pander to the ‘seemingly endless demands’ made by my in-laws. But they
never listened. So, I had to take things into my own hands. I decided to do something
on my 33rd birthday. It was November 8th, 2014 and a day when I gave birth to a still
born. Lying in the hospital bed all alone, I pondered on my fate. I wondered what I
was doing caught in this cesspool of a life. I had looked at various options by
browsing papers, magazines and news channels without letting out my plans. I
decided to go as far away as possible from my hometown of Hyderabad and join one
of the myriad spiritual havens that abound our nation.
I had planned trains, their timings, the meticulous packing of basic necessities
and the note that I would leave behind. I decided to leave on November 8th. I chose
the date carefully for it was my 35th birthday and also a day when most of the family
would be away for a wedding reception of a business clan. I was looking around to
place the note in a strategic place, yet not too obvious, before walking out of the front
door, when I heard the phone peel. I oscillated about ignoring it but heaven forbid, if
my husband returned earlier than planned and my window of time which was crucial
for my getaway would get dramatically reduced. I picked it up with foreboding…
“How long does it take to answer a call?” I should have got used to the familiar
accusation in both tone and words yet…
“I was in the washroom,” I mumbled.
“Okay. Listen. Open up the safe,” Before I could interrupt, he continued
impatiently, “I will give you the combination…there is quite a lot of 500s and 1000s.
Make bundles of around 1.5 lakh each. “
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The amount and the possibility staggered me. The sheer injustice of it all made
me feel like weeping. I had to steal to make a measly 10 K and there was a person who
had so much that he lost count and spoke in bundles of lakhs!
“But,” I swallowed fighting back the rising panic, “Any particular reason?”
“The 500s and 1000s are no longer legal tenders,” he snapped. “I need to now
convert all this black to white. Some of our relatives and employees will help me
deposit 1.5 each in their account and help me not lose too much in this whole process.”
As I stood listening to his words, the random thought that he must be under terrible
stress to even diverge so much information struck me. He reverted to his usual, “You
wouldn’t understand…just follow my instructions,” he ended the call as abruptly as
he had started.
I was in a dilemma. I switched on the TV. The demonetization of large
denomination was on every news channel. It was ostensibly to fight black money but
people who had loads of money were subverting the law. Suddenly the ramifications
hit me. Here I was with a bag full of carefully stolen money converted to
'demonetized' notes, the money that was my getaway to freedom. People with debit
card could withdraw money and exchange their old currency but there was so much
confusion that all that would take time and that was one luxury I did not have. For
people like me without a bank account and debit cards, it was just like falling into an
abyss.
I looked at my carefully worded note and tore it into bits throwing it up in the
air like confetti and started laughing hysterically as the sheer injustice of it hit me with
force.
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Mark Gilbert

Pretending everything's ok the actor tells a funny story.

The delivery driver dreams on a pillow of folded forearms.
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Sunil Ganu
As he slowly regained consciousness, he realised he was in his own room. He
looked around and slowly rose to find complete chaos all around. The marauding
hordes had probably entered his room silently, knocked him on the head, and thought
the old man was dead from the single blow, before they had started their wanton
destruction of his possessions.
All around him lay strewn his books, some torn, others ripped asunder, their
leather covers thrown carelessly around, the pages trodden underfoot! In a corner, his
correspondence lay in tatters, certainly it had interested his attackers the most. He sent
up silent prayers that his life had been saved, for his work was unfinished. But he had
clearly lost a lifetime’s effort in the space of a few hours of mayhem.
His head hurt. As did his limbs. He gingerly checked his hands and legs –
nothing seemed broken, but he was bruised badly, and the bruises had turned a
repugnant shade of bluish-purple. Slowly he made his way outside. A gruesome scene
met his eyes. Corpses lay everywhere. Not a single soul had been spared.
The old man gritted his teeth. For in the distance he heard another wave of
brigands on its way. This had been a pattern elsewhere, he knew. Wave after wave of
cruel marauders attacked settlements, the unprotected ones first, the armed ones later.
Inner strength and the courage of his convictions gave the old Imam the sheer
will to stand up ramrod straight and turn with determination to face the onslaught of
the First crusade from Europe!
It was December 12th, 1098 AD.
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Michael H. Lester
The Transversion
He drops his pants, looks disapprovingly at his genitals, coughs twice to the
left, twice to the right, as instructed. Milton's hearing is not so good, and he frequently
asks the doctor to repeat himself. He shrivels at the doctor's businesslike grope. The
doctor raises one eyebrow.
“Very interesting,” says the doctor.
“Eh, what's that?” asks Milton.
“Very interesting,” the doctor repeats, louder this time.
“Interesting, how?” says Milton.
“Very unusual,” continues the doctor.
“Say again?” Milton asks.
“Very unusual.” shouts the doctor.
“Yes - interesting, unusual, how?” begs Milton.
“There has been a transversion,” Milton hears the doctor declare.
“A transversion?” inquires Milton.
“I am afraid so,” the doctor, half listening, confirms.
“Well, don't keep me in suspense, doctor! What the hell is a transversion?”
Distracted, the doctor ignores Milton’s question. “I would like to bring in some
colleagues. Would that be all right with you?”
“Colleagues, schmolleagues!” screams Milton. “What about this transversion?”
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The doctor shakes his head. Almost absent-mindedly, he instructs Milton to
“go ahead and put on a gown. Wait here a moment, please, Milton. I must be sure.”
The doctor repeats under his breath, still shaking his head, “I must be sure,” as he
leaves the room, too distracted to hear Milton's continued and urgent protestations.
“But doctor…doctor!”
The door shuts.
Milton mutters a litany of obscenities at the examination room door before
finally picking up a paper gown. “Shit!”
Milton turns the gown in his hands, round and round, growing ever more
frustrated as he struggles to find an opening. Finally, Milton shakes the gown as if
shaking the dust off an old blanket. The gown billows out.
Milton examines the gown from every angle, making several ridiculous and
failed attempts to put it on. Finally, Milton puts the gown on backwards, his genitals
and newly discovered transversion fully exposed.
Just at that moment, a nurse pushes open the door to the examining room and
sees Milton full frontal. She apologizes profusely, “I am so sorry, sir!” backs out of the
doorway, giggling uncontrollably, closes the door, and disappears, still giggling.
Milton looks disapprovingly at his genitals, and with his left hand performs a
thorough self-examination. He had come in for the inexplicable and recurring, but
intermittent pain. Of course, it seems fine here in the doctor’s examining room. Unable
to detect anything particularly unusual, Milton turns his attention to the interior of
the doctor's office, which is adjacent to the examining room.
Tense moments pass as Milton paces the doctor's office, turns up the covers of
various medical books, which litter the doctor's desk, floor, and bookshelves, and flips
impatiently through the pages.
Milton stumbles upon a medical dictionary still in its wrapper. He looks
around the room, tapping his fingers on the doctor's desk where he places the
dictionary. After a few seconds pass in complete silence, Milton tears the wrapper off
the dictionary and frantically searches its pages.
Milton finds what he is looking for and reads out loud, mumbling most of the
words. “Transversion - a rare genetic mutation of DNA associated with fast growing,
painful, and aggressive metastatic cancers."
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Milton runs his finger over the page and re-reads the definition of transversion
several times, mumbling even more unintelligibly than before.
Milton looks disapprovingly at his genitals, this time he winces in pain.
The doctor returns to the examining room already speaking and reviewing a
chart in his hand as he opens the door.
“As I was saying Milton, your testicles have switched sides in your scrotum.
It's called a ‘testicular torsion’. It's not a serious condition but it's very unusual. It's not
to be confused with a transversion, which can be a very serious condition. That's a
genetic mutation that . . .”
The doctor looks up from his chart and realizes Milton is not in the examining
room.
“Milton!” he calls.
But there is no answer. The doctor walks into his office and finds a paper gown
on the floor. The window to his 10th floor office is open. Milton is nowhere to be
found.
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Rumi Morkin (Pen name of Miriam Webber)
Two Bottles of Whisky
One warm summer evening I drove northwards, on my way home. Daylight
was fading as I approached the last main traffic light before my turn-off, but I hadn’t
yet put on the car lights. The traffic light was red, so I slowed down, in the hope that
by the time I reached it, it would be green, and I wouldn't have to stop. A dilapidated
Volvo stood ahead of me, at the red light. I peered in amazement, seeing what looked
like a large man in white trousers, lying across the top of it, tied down with rope.
As my car slid closer, I wondered if the man was drunk, and considered how
he could have got into such a position. His body seemed gross, and his legs hung
down dangerously over the rear window. I couldn’t see shoes, and his head was
presumably somewhere above the front windscreen. As I slowed, and finally stopped
behind the Volvo, my mind raced to construct a scenario to account for this strange
sight.
* * *
Six men were sprawled around the balcony of Chaim’s tiny flat. Four of them
sat on white plastic garden chairs while the other two lay on the floor, leaning against
the wall. A few empty beer bottles rolled around between the legs of the chairs. The
torn paper bags of sunflower seeds and pistachio nuts had been emptied long ago,
and a litter of shells covered the top of the shabby little table and the floor around it.
Yoske (the one who had just divorced his wife), had brought along two large
bottles of whisky and they were working their way through them. Sasson was feeling
good and his friends kept pushing him to have another drink. He tried to refuse, but
the others pummeled him to make him laugh and teased him coarsely:
"Come on, Sasson – you can't go home sober!" said Chaim.
"But if you get too drunk," added Yoske, bending over him, grinning wildly,
"we'll dump you on top of the car and take you home on the luggage rack!"
They all laughed loudly. Sasson didn't answer – he was almost unconscious.
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Chaim egged them on, “Go on – let’s see you do it. I won’t be paying the fine if
a traffic cop catches you.”
The atmosphere changed slightly, prompting Chaim to add, with serious
concern: "I'll bet you wouldn't dare to actually do it."
The whisky was almost gone, and Sasson was quite drunk. His large heavy
body was slumped down in the plastic chair, and his head leaned against the back of
it. He began to snore. Chaim sat quietly listening as the other four talked about doing
what Yoske had jokingly suggested. It was time to get going anyway.
With much back-slapping and more coarse jokes, they took their leave of
Chaim. The nutshells crunched under their feet and the rolling bottles occasionally
clinked against each other as the four men picked up Sasson, each holding a limb. The
seat of his white trousers brushed the littered floor as they adjusted their grip.
They made their way noisily down the narrow, badly-lit concrete stairway,
shuffling and stumbling under the weight of Sasson’s limp body. Yoske and Shimon
went first, holding his arms and joking about what would happen if they lost their
grip on him. They held Sasson with his head in the direction in which they were going,
so the fake gold medallion on the chain around his neck swung below the back of his
head and clinked now and then against the steps. The other two men held his knees,
and his feet kept hitting the stairs behind them. One white moccasin slipped off,
unnoticed, and then the other, as they maneuvered their way down. His dark brown
socks were ill-matched to his white trousers.
Getting Sasson onto the luggage rack of Yoske's dilapidated Volvo wasn’t easy,
and laughter sapped the energy out of their muscles. He was dead to the world, and
there was no chance of his moving or waking up.
“He’ll be all right,” Yoske panted, “he’s not going to wake up until tomorrow.”
But Shimon said, “We’d better tie a couple of ropes across him – just in case.”
They dug out the rope that Yoske always kept rolled up in the back of the car,
and tied Sasson firmly in place.
The four men climbed drunkenly into the car and set off. It was only a short
journey down the hill and across the main traffic light, to their homes in the small
town nearby.
* * *
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As I peered forward in the gloom, my scenario shattered.
The driver of the Volvo had evidently bought two new carpets. The rolls were
too big to fit inside the car, so he had tied them down across the luggage rack on top
of the car. With the movement of the car, the ends had slipped out of line and lay
slightly apart, hanging down over the rear window, like a pair of fat, white-trousered
legs.
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Savera Z John
At Dum-Dum Intersection
She sits in the abandoned traffic-police stand in the busy intersection, drawing
hundreds of perfect 10 paise outlines. Whorls with faces – some smiling, some forlorn,
until her pencil blunts or she runs out of paper. She then stares intently at the coin her prized possession, worrying that the scallops will lose their edge.
“Stop. STOP!” she yells, jumping up, startling the motorists whizzing past. Her little
daughter had wanted to be a traffic policeman. She lets out a shriek of high-pitched
laughter, surprising the passersby. Madwoman, they say, shaking their head at her
plight.
Her filth is her cloak against lecherous men. But, at times, lust overpowers the stink
and they try to grab her. Her piercing screams and howls make them beat a hasty
retreat, shrivelled.
She draws a demon-faced whorl with kind eyes. She shakes her head violently, to
dispel the memories.
Why did her husband throw their four daughters into the swirling waters?
Daughters –dowry, the neighbors would say, every time they saw their four girls
playing nearby.
“They are my little princesses. I will send them to school and make them doctors,” he
would reply, grandly.
“Oh! Look at him, thinks he is rich,” they would mock. He would guffaw and shoo
them away.
Poor gentle soul. He didn’t beat her in a drunken stupor, like the other men in the
shanty. They taunted him. “Why don’t you do manly things? Are you a man?” To
which he would reply, “Nahin,” in his booming voice, laughing.
Then, he lost his job at the factory. For a year, he kept looking for a job. The children
had to leave school. The neighbor’s taunts grew. “Hey, Saab. Remember. Daughtersdowry-doctors! Ha, Ha.” He would remain silent, brooding.
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On Diwali, he bought biryani and fire crackers for the children. Dressed in their best,
the children clapped and sang, happy to see their father back to his cheerful self.
“Mohini, I am taking them to see the fireworks on the bridge,” he announced,
hurrying with the children in tow.
That night, they did not return. Their bodies did. Someone had seen him throw the
children in, one after the other, howling with fear. It happened too quickly and before
they could grab him, he had jumped into the water. His body was not found. Vicious
rumors floated in the colony. He has run away, they said. Maybe gone to Mumbai and
married again, they sniggered.
She gorges out his eyes. The pencil blunts at the ferocity, and two holes stare at her.
No answers. Why did he do it? She reaches for a blank paper and a pencil stub.
She draws a 10p outline and adds a stem, a heart, and two leaves. Scalloped 10p
flower. A single tear rolls down her cheek. She sticks her tongue out at a passerby;
sliding it sideways to lick the drop. Tired, crazed and alone.
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Ravishankar
Baba’s day out
It was about a couple of weeks after “aai” had gone, that Baba and I went out
for dinner.
“Come let us go, to Imbiss, Priti” he said quietly almost expecting me to refuse.
He had dressed carefully. A plastic bag dangled on his left wrist.
It was quite unusual, but I knew better than to ask him why.
We drove in silence from Thane to Colaba. Baba kept drumming his fingers
ever so gently on his thigh, I sensed that he was not quite at ease, but I knew better
than to ask why. I parked near the fountain, and we decided to walk it a bit. As we
walked, he was constantly on his mobile, texting away at a slow pace.
As I caught his eyes I wondered why he stiffened ever so slightly.
As we entered the lane that housed Imbiss he asked, “Care for a smoke?” He
knew that I smoked, and I knew that he had a wild youth, but this was the first time
that we were to smoke together. “What’s up Baba?” I asked gently.
At an early age I knew that “aai” and he would break up; I yet wondered
whether he was pining for her.
At Imbiss he proceeded to order for sausage, pretzel and beer. The Baba that I
knew was a dyed in the wool vegetarian and a teetotaller. My heart beat fast. I sensed
something wrong but was too frightened to ask.
As we walked back to the car, he began texting again. I entered the driver’s side
and waited for him to get in. He was looking intently behind, and I checked his line
of vision in the rear-view mirror.
A woman passed by on the kerb, Baba called out softly “thamb Pushpa." As
she turned, he handed over the bag.
A smile lit up the crossdresser’s face and wiped out every visage off her coarse
features. Baba turned to me and said, “You carry-on.”
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Poetry
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Glory Sasikala Franklin
Mamma! He is come!
I have but placed my bindi
My bangles still half done
but I turn startled to the door
He is come!
I, who was laughing
a moment ago
am deaf to their laughter
my ears attuned to but one sound
He is come!
I care not for your startled exclamations
I must go at once
I must run to where the breeze tells me
He is come!
I feel not the stones and thorns
My bare feet are light today
I fly to be in his arms, for
He is come!
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Vandana Kumar
Love Cornered!
(Previously Published in Glomag – January 2016)
In a dark room
Blinds drawn and made darker
You pulled me towards you
Savage and brute
Like we were in 'our' days
Ah the futility of my meek 'no'
In that forbidden space
We breathed into each other
Hands accustomed to the topography
And yet the hide and seek
Just as you lowered your head
Better sense said I should resist
It was only the night before
I had convinced myself
'We were through'
My sweaty palms held you tight
Lips inches away
With a lust so sublime
When have relationship manuals
Ever had their way?
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Colin James
HOW TO AVOID PEOPLE YOU ONCE KNEW
Don't frequent boatyards. There is always
a nervous type calling out to you
from behind a repairable sloop
wanting you to ferry him to Cuba
or provide the latest dirt
on The Parallax Corporation.
Attempting as is his informational cue,
an interlude of palatable silence
the reading of an allegorical text.
There seems to be a line forming to.
Someone forgot to inform the caterer.
"One man's poison" salacious words.
We need a taster, a person unlikely
to bother us again or ever soon.
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Saee Koranne-Khandekar
Perhaps it’s the same thing
I don’t know the pain of birthing.
All three of my children were yanked out of incisions
just below my enormous belly
as I lay immobile, my arms and legs stretched
without a shade of modesty.
Someone told me
that the stinging of a surgical incision is nothing
compared to pushing a human out of your vagina.
I didn’t tell her what it was like
to carry two humans together in a womb
that pushes so terribly against your rib cage
you nearly pass out.
I’m pregnant again;
a poem wriggles and writhes inside me
gives me acidity as I toss and turn at night
while it grows.
I wait.
For a natural birth.
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Gautam Nadkarni
'I, Zombie'
As the compact disc probes the crevices
Of Malkauns from the darkness
Shrouded by drapes a cry
Unpunctuated by tabla beats
Bounces off the walls which
Enclose my loneliness
Shattering my reverie
Into a million fragments that litter
These narrow corridors.
Frantic feet measure
The distance to the orifice
Eyeballs rotate east to west
West to east
Picking pixels of the panorama
The night is a heavy layer
On the earth
Blanketing sedating upheavals
Of a day gone bad
Somewhere a snore shoulders the lull
Shaping and reshaping the putty
Of melody.
Once more the rattle of death
Dances on my eardrums
Holding aloft the skein
That is me and mine and I realize
With the suddenness of lightning bolts
That zombies
Do not die.
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Paresh Tiwari
Were you a poet Hanuman?
For who else
could be born of wind
leap across an ocean
swallow the sun
or uproot a mountain
from the face of earth
For who else
would bear the ring of
moon from a forlorn lover
to the one snatched
from the entrails of earth
For what else
could a poet do
but mutilate his heart
and empty the verse that is
nothing but a loop
looping over your name
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Shloka Shankar
Rolling Stone
Think about it for a while.
The effects of history
make a three-sided hole
where the money is. Living
in useful terror [for hours rather
than centuries], look into
a mirror frequently. Stare
at pretty things, the bucolic void,
and have a wet dream
as eternity fails to go by.
And then, it is time to go.
Always time to go.

Note - This is a remixed poem composed from select lines and phrases from those pages that
are multiples of ten (10-170), sourced from the novel Slaughterhouse-Five or The Children’s
Crusade: A Duty-dance with Death by Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.
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Ankita Anand
Desperate Measures
If Kaikeyi, with two other wives,
ambiguous about her rights,
held on to her two boons,
maybe it shouldn't
make us swoon?
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Mallika Bhaumik
tales of solitude
I hear solitude falling in drops,
the empty bucket gets filled up.
A drop, a pause, and another,
the silence of the house punctuated
at regular intervals.
I keep counting till I lose count:
numerous feelings float
in the translucence of the eyes
and I chase the days, the washed away sandcastles,
the brine of the sea bringing in distant memories,
the ones I wish to touch, the ones I wish away.
The street lights—their dim glow casting
dim shadows of long-lost lullabies,
Some left behind in the forgotten alleys of time,
some, on a lonely November night,
leak out of my abscessed heart
in tiny droplets.
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Sergio Ortiz
When Language Breaks
The most genuine tree fills up with you
and your larvae. The narrowest street,
the one full of gossip, inhabits you.
Water pronounces your name
when it suffuses our hands
with pure beauty.
You draw your face
on the most horrible dry winter leaf
and I still recognize you.
Although the world surrenders to us all
it's impossible to reach you.
Right now, no one’s home.
Only you. And you're howling
like a wounded wolf.
A part of me, of your light,
left with to the last name
that names us. The other part,
the smallest, disappeared with your voice.
I mean, your voice was the language
of everyday things when you lived.
Now language is the skin
of the world. That's why
we always baptize Death
wearing blindfolds.
That night I talked to my father
who sat at the table. I said
what Sharon Olds never could:
The photograph I wanted to find
in the family album:
Brothers and sisters together.
My parents, euphoric couple in love,
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pure honest love. Everyone
on luminous, imported paper.
But the impossible falters again
on these pages: Because beauty,
father, beauty does not sleep
with the living.
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Joan McNerney
Charlie Horse
Gambling everything: bank book
insurance policy frame house.
He bought into the business.
Now he was superior could push
us around. Brag about being
management. Wasn't I lucky
to have such a nice boss?
There's no wishing him away.
Charlie was something definite
like that charlie horse tearing
you out of sleep at 4 a.m.
He told some personal stories
making me feel all covered with slime.
How he'd never finished high school,
been a drunk, got divorced, beaten
up dogs, kicked his kids out.
Impressive. He affected everyone.
Some to tears. Others to screaming.
Certain bosses sort of stared
at him puzzled, smiling slightly.
Day after day, he hammered in ideas.
The old ways were best. He never
made mistakes. Nobody works anymore.
It had something to do with
America and obedience.
Malignant sweat grew through his
heart and became putrefied. Charlie
dropped dead one day from a heart
attack and somebody buried that horse.
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Barbara Turney Wieland
light dreams
she landed in my midlife crisis with a bang! – me, a whimper
as big as the first
time again
more than I could
bare, teeth, clenched, skin shiver, fingers
crossed out impossible
lifted out of the sludge
as lost as
ever was
she released my bones
my flesh rewound
boom!
she was tethered
still to light
helium belief, you see
that beamed her in
splash!
she hit
she melted my game
plan
failed romances a
distance past
shadow
like a smudge of dirt
on her pert and perfect nose
I rubbed off with my thumb
and licked to taste her giggle
she lanterned me, open wide
her eyes, her legs, her mouth
she laughed and grinned and
converted another three
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of those wishes in earthy perpetuity
oh, god, her, breath
I couldn’t say no
(for who could?)
more delicately, more intimately
than snow, she landed
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Anish Vyavahare
EoD
Day, neatly folded on dotted lines
kept away in its precise place
in your backpack,
the night is your playground.
Your bare feet spin the earth,
the night herself pushes you
to madness, races you.
You spin, she spins,
you spin, she spins,
she is a maniac in her final form,
hides herself in an orbit of blur,
whips purple lightning
across sky’s ancient hide.
Your fangs bare delight,
delirium,
desire;
the moon steeps you in loon gossamer,
seeps,
pours out of you as your salacious scent,
intoxicating,
even to yourself.
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Pornpen Hantrakool
Grass Roots
Grass roots
Gather together
Firm and strong
Underneath the earth
Grass roots
Hold up
The stems
And all the offshoots
Grass roots
Serve like slaves
Work like legs
For the state to walk ahead
Grass roots
Get no praise
But are chased to be
The most low-income base
Grass roots
Vital and immense
The heaviest bearer
Never yet be the honouree
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Manali Kulkarni
A Dreaded Thing
I'm not the one you pray to,
Nor am I the one you violate,
I'm not Durga, Draupadi or Sita;
I'm a black polythene bag,
Yes, I'm the black polythene bag
that hides my femiNInity
I'm that polythene bag you carry around
like a dreaded thing,
I'm the black polythene bag you talk about
in hushed tones;
I'm that polythene bag you give me
at supermarket allEYs and medical stores to hide my identity,
I'm the black polythene bag you cringe at
I'm that black polythene bag you want to"protect",
fearing what if my contents turn your world upside down.
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Ronald Tuhin D'Rozario
In the mouth of a cyclone
The wind yawns a toothless jaw
Fluffed cotton-chewed breath
Jumpers, tunics, underwear, polythene
Whirl like a child's homework
Up...up...and up they go,
The weather rooster cranes for a view The sky in her palm, ballast her abdomen.
There is a rage in its mouth
Spit leans on a blind man's eye
Wasps hang on the armrest
Chairs are graves.
Chins and faces burst
Faces that chase like napkins
Thunder falls on the ground
Windows, glasses, empty cans
A seizure runs them impatient.
Where did the moon hide?
Her ears gather a misheard sonnet
Trees hang out tongues as if toothpaste was bitter
The houses whisper As the cat coughs out a fishbone.
Children cry in punctured tones
Women, with a pyramid of dust feet,
Collect clothes drunk in air The hand pump with its lost arm knows
Their hometown will change its face.
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Geethanjali Rajan
Uncharted Terrain
If I were to be
a cartographer’s muse,
what colour would I inspire
for that deep, cavernous territory
mapping my mind space?
Would it be the colour of luscious olives,
shiny black with a zing,
or the heavy shade of grease
wiped with a rag
from the mechanic’s calloused hands?
Would there be a slick
of oil above the murky waters,
that gives off rainbow tints
when the reluctant sun stops by
to shed some of its weight?
Perhaps you would go with indigo,
royal blue and turquoise
in the lucid hoursbefore twilight envelops
every rock, boulder
and space between thought streams.
Then would I be measured,
folded neatly and boxed away
till years later,
someone pulls me out,
unfolds me and says,
Here lay a great, vast country.
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Michael H. Lester
To Vincent
Never shall we see this place again
With its gentle ferns and rolling hills
Its whispering brooks and well-worn trails
The baritone thrum of the raven's call
On the roads and rocks where we left our youth
Along with the dreams of younger men
And scratched our names in deep vermillion
In the hidden crevice where first we lay
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Kala Ramesh
Blood Stains
I bend to watch a centipede
the hundred-legged on a hill walk
all of a sudden, naked eyes scream
boys laugh, stamp on that insect
what is this thought, I wonder,
that creeps into me at times
conscious of what where how
had I become a centipede …
I shrink, cave into my being
wither, die a million deaths
a search for ways
to hide an oozing wound …
banana leaves
try no such tricks
with their tattered edges
isn't loneliness
different from being alone —
the firefly
circles the treetop
with wind and stars as companions
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Mark Gilbert
after weinstein
under the magnolia tree
the jogger
takes a breather
stretches sinews
sweats
poses as a statue
this time his hand
on his own knee
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Stanley H. Barkan
Strange Seasons - Winter
DECEMBER
As inevitable as death,
December comes
with snow and ice
covering
rooftops, eaves,
crowns of trees,
mountaintops,
valleys.
The moon is wafer,
the sky black
with chalk-scrawled stars.
All the lakes frosted—
everyone can
walk on water.
Only the evergreens
retain their fierce grip
on the stuff of earth,
stretching towards Heaven.
White feathers fall—
geese arrow south,
honking, “Tomorrow!
Tomorrow!”
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JANUARY
Now the frost
covers the naked branches,
black against the gray sky.
Still as the eye of a hurricane,
the wind surveys its course.
Ice breaks like glass
down from the eaves,
scattering across the steps.
The door hesitates
against the pull of hands.
Nose pricked by the first
touch of outer air,
the man inches his way.
Enclosed in fur,
scarf flung about his neck,
ears reddened,
he thrusts himself
into January,
all the pine needles
sharp as the thought
of first emergence.
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FEBRUARY
Only the rain
reminds
crystallized
moments.
Trees as stark
as undecorated fancies.
Stars as bright
in their constellations
as the vision
of progression
when first stepping
onto the snowless
but still hard earth.
The zodiac of mind
is firmer than
the picture in the dark.
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Malcolm Carvalho
History
We have dug up faces from the past,
and have put them on our friends,
on our countrymen.
We take care to ensure the old faces fit,
that not even a shred of the newer skin shows through
We tell them what their ancestors did.
How they burned our trees
and used the smoke
to sculpt their temples, their mosques from the resulting smoke.
We tell them how they now swim in the blood
shed centuries ago,
the blood that has dried and become one with the soil.
We tell our neighbours
we are better than them,
holier than them,
more righteous than them.
We have seen blood seeping through the cracks in their sky.
We will fix this, we the guardians of our people, we will protect them.
So, we tell these other broken people to fold their sky,
Fold it so small we can push it through a bottle
And toss the damn thing over the hill
across the border,
into their seas.
That is where it belongs.
That is where they belong
unless they twist the hands of the clock,
dissolve their structures
or better yet,
unbuild them.
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Saima Afreen
Kaleidoscope
I never had pictures on my wall,
they were distempered with baby gurgles
blue, pink and the colour of River Hooghly;
its belly swallowing with steamers
tiny tin vessels under the Howrah Bridge
ferry dots that are heads.
Ink-stamps on red lantern papers
crackle over plates of snow-peas
pokchoy, galangal roots in twinkling Tangra.
A young man
crosses Lenin Sarani
his voice is the rustle of my mother’s silk sari
they both exchange
evenings; she of her kitchen scents
he of Sputnik magazines, red flags;
I watch them from behind
Horlicks glass jars: temporary aquariums
vendors sell at Chowringhee Square
an orange fish swims, its tail pushing
the twig of footpath to the end
of my tongue. One rotten tooth
has buried all my vowels.
They say I’m a poet
chronicler of water
the consonants on my finger-tips slip,
scatter on tram-lines
like broken bangles;
I ask the young man to help
he cannot listen
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and picks up rounds of thin glass,
to make a kaleidoscope
and asks my mother for a few grains
to design its pattern. She hands
over her years. He opens his heart
and with a crackling sound wraps
a red cover over rainbow views,
I shake it to see his face
he sleeps under a date-palm tree
covered in white.
The couplets he planted grow
on empty walls;
I wipe, with my eyelashes,
the rhythm of years
unsung merging with white.
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Allan Lake
At the Terminal
You know when you get there.
Can't-miss-it architecture.
Imposing.
A sunset, a blooming flower, an era,
a faith you thought rock solid.
Besides emptiness or its opposite –
the sensation of having swallowed
an actual rock – there will also dawn
a creeping relief and knowledge,
unless you are under six, that sleep
will come, albeit fitfully, then
ablutions before breakfast.
The body will tell you to fill
and empty it and may require
strong coffee as well.
Baggage lost is soon baggage forgotten.
Who makes a list of contents?
Details often lost in the detail.
Mere things after all and things come
then go at random. Dynamite is spectacular
and arson newsworthy but lost
in the wash-up or in transit . . .
mundane as rain but
likely as necessary.
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Haibun
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Geethanjali Rajan
Just Dessert
I thumb through the dog-eared book of recipes that you gave me. I find years of
tradition combined with experiment in the pages, your home full of laughter and loud
conversations. I also encounter my failed attempts at cooking Poulet au Vin Rouge. I
come to your favourite recipe. And mine. Apple pie with fresh whipped cream. I can
almost smell cinnamon in the page.
late sunset –
your hand goes limp
in mine
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Majesty
You are dressed in the resplendence that only you can carry off. The sunrays from the
western sky glide off your jewellery and hold my gaze. After a while, my gaze is
broken and is led away to the pink silk umbrella with gold trimming.
festival in Mayelephants nod to the beat
of village drummers
That moment defined the word ‘majesty’ for me. Years later, when I saw you again
after my travels across the seas and my inner journey through deserts, I had almost
forgotten that word. You reminded me again.
a homing pigeon
on the temple roof I too must return
Yesterday they called me.
What does one say when an elephant dies? That he died? That he was a beautiful
creature with superior intelligence and a spirit to match? That he had the grace of a
hundred classical dancers when adorned in gold? That he worked untiringly, every
day of his living life? That the urchins who teased him knew that he would drench
them with water the next minute?
What does one say? That he had come as a boy of eight and grew up with his human
cousins who talked to him in times of trouble? That he stood knowingly, nodding his
large eyes - deep, sad? That we suspected he knew more of life than us all? That he
ended an era graciously? Or that the chief priest at the temple had said, “Did you hear
about him? The lucky creature is in His lap now!”
Or that he died?
sandalwood smoke ~
a Centaur rides
the night sky
Majesty received an Honourable Mention at the Genjuan Haibun Competition 2016
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Alan Summers
Contiguous
There are pieces that no longer fit as your autumn sunset lipstick burns my stubble,
and we separate to different consciousnesses, break up into pieces of post-jigsaw sex.
slowly
the leaves
falling
we wrap
others
as we move, connect, separate…
dear john
the pixels of snow
fall through you
re-connect, recycle….
fallen leaves
the pages of a book
form a rain cloud
Where do you go when you fall asleep?
this keyhole life
in every language
solemn snow
I playback our pre-coital manoeuvres.

loose leaves a fortune teller’s queue

When you are asleep all quasi-innocence we become…
animals in snow the blue we touch red
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24/7
When you emerged from glass bottles
of essential oils
there was light,
tone, vibrations, and the clucking
of strings and tang
from enclosures unravelling.
You wrapped us in butter and vanilla spacecrafts,
and grew
into hay barns and
chilli pepper laundry liquid.
Your woodheat electric textures
of bears moving
through the grain of many drawers
all sharp edges small
and red escape
the lids,
caps, and
bags of plastic with iron
into horses,
travelling with Tintin and his dog Snowy,
finally winning
that grand prix formula one race just
down the road from you
and employing one gangle of a poet
as someone who can handle
a burp gun
full of raspberries.
all the bright dots
within a van Gogh sky
we turn around
disappearing
into mountains
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the whale maps
its songs
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Gautam Nadkarni
Wet Behind the Ears
As a child of ten summers I remember being taken by Dad to the Brabourne Stadium
to watch the cricket test matches played there. There was no Wankhede back then.
Frankly I found it a frightful bore watching one man throwing a ball and another,
hitting it. I was hard put to understand what there was to cheer about when a batsman
hit the ball out of the stadium. Now the poor fielders would have to leg it and hunt
for the ball. My reaction to the whole exhibition could be summed up by the
onomatopoetic words, ho hum!
I would much rather have been back home reading the unfinished Fatty book, all
curled up on Dad’s large easy chair. But there’s no accounting for tastes...
noon torpor —
the cloud banks part
for a deluge
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Hansha Teki
asleep within a parabolic reflection
When Yosa Buson painted the "butterfly sleeping on the temple bell" haiku, he implicitly
alludes to the Heike Monogatari tale of the demise of the Taira clan who, under
Kiyomori's leadership, took a butterfly for their crest. In one visually appealing image
the poet brings together a clear allusion to Chuang Tzu's dream that he was a butterfly
and also to the Heike Monogatari's opening gong - "The sound of the bell of Gion Shōja
echoes the impermanence of all things. The hue of the flowers of the teak tree declares that they
who flourish must be brought low. Yea, the proud ones are but for a moment, like an evening
dream in springtime. The mighty are destroyed at the last, they are but as the dust before the
wind."
Some eighteen centuries earlier a pregnant virgin, overshadowed by the Tao, retraced
the way that had lead the Ark of the Covenant to a house in the hill country of Judea.
In response to the enthusiastic joy of her pregnant cousin's greeting, the virgin humbly
proclaimed her Magnificat declaring the greatness of and her delight in God while
foreseeing the reversals in store for the proud, the powerful, and the rich. Already the
most sublime of all human tragedies, that would culminate in her coming child's cry
of absolute despair - "Eli, Eli, lama sabachthani!", was seeded within her womb.
Of his 1926 sculpture, The Visitation, Jacob Epstein described the one single figure
that he had completed as expressing "a humility so profound as to shame the beholder who
comes to my sculpture expecting rhetoric or splendour of gesture".
Twenty-one years later Simone Weil would write in Gravity and Grace, "Humility is
the refusal to exist outside God".
Reeling under the realisation that all creation "is an infinite sphere, the centre of which is
everywhere, but its circumference nowhere", Blaise Pascal focuses in on the imperceptibly
small noting that "who will not be astounded at the fact that our body, which a little while
ago was imperceptible in the universe, itself imperceptible in the bosom of the whole, is now a
colossus, a world, or rather a whole, in respect of the nothingness which we cannot reach? He
who regards himself in this light will be afraid of himself, and observing himself sustained in
the body given him by nature between those two abysses of the Infinite and Nothing, will
tremble at the sight of these marvels".
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with dewfall
a mite swims
the vault of heaven

Note - Translation from the Heike Monogatari is that by A.L. Sadler as published in
the 46th edition of the Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan in 1918.
The quote from Pascal was sourced from the Project Gutenberg eBook of Pascal's
Pensees. https://www.gutenberg.org/files/18269/18269-h/18269-h.htm
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Martha Magenta
Post-Antibiotic Apocalypse
Entering the waiting room, everyone leaves a vacant seat between themselves and
the next patient. Until it becomes so full, that late arrivals squeeze into the inbetween seats, trying not to touch the patients next to them.
I gaze at the floor, everyone avoids eye-contact, each alone with our own thoughts.
mother's drawer
an empty jar
of Vick's vapour rub
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Angelee Deodhar
Ekphrastic Haibun: Epiphany
with the emptiness
of bare trees…
this year ends
- Issa
On the twelfth day of Christmas, our artificial tree has to be taken down. All the
ornaments have to be put away carefully, to be used again. This is the sixth year since
we got it. While removing all the baubles, bells, globes, stars, angels, apples, boots,
snowy branches, fairy lights and Santa Claus, they remind me of something out of a
painting by Marcel Rieder, showing a young woman decorating a Christmas tree,
holding a lamp in her right hand. The mystery and the peaceful setting are masterfully
depicted by the diffuse lamplight, which highlights a very special moment, a soft
glow, echoed by the folds of her yellow coloured dress. To me she may as well be
taking down the ornaments. But this painting is probably the one presented by the
artist at the Paris's Salon in 1898 under the title "Noël" Christmas.
Now, I have packed away all the decorations, but kept back a small silver star and a
tiny bell, which now hang from the edge of my computer screen. They will remind me
of the joy and peace of the season past, and the soundless bell will remind me to be
mindful in the moment present.
old pine
starting a new year…
how many spring mists
- Issa

Note - Painting by Marcel Rieder (1862-1942) A young woman decorates the Christmas tree
holding a lamp in her right hand (this painting is probably the one presented at the Paris's
Salon in 1898 under the title "Noël” Christmas No. 1725)
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Amulet
A hot day, we drive past adobe huts and then stop at the road side stalls of a New
Mexico Reservation. Indians sit selling turquoise chunks, beads, and jewelry. I hold
an agate worry stone wondering whether to buy it or not, then look at the smiling,
hopeful weather lined face of the old woman who is busy twisting silver wire into an
intricate shape. I let her look at my Dzi bead necklace from the Tibetan market of
McLeodganj, Dharamsala, the Dalai Lama’s abode in India.
I pick up and put back a pair of turquoise and silver earrings missing the pine scented
breeze there as opposed to the chinook here.

another bluea kingfisher connects
sea and sky

*Dzi bead (pronounced "zee) is a type of stone bead of uncertain origin worn as part of
a necklace and sometimes as a bracelet. In several Asian cultures, including that of Tibet, the
bead is considered to provide positive spiritual benefit.
Previously published in a slightly different form at UHTS/cattails in Dec 2014
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Raamesh Gowri Raghavan
700 LIMITED
lapping waves
the jellyfish bob
up and down
It's always hard telling someone where my roots are. I use an easy cop-out these days,
dressed as profound evolutionary truth: the Olduvai Gorge in the Ngorongoro Crater
— where humanity started from. Further discoveries in palaeontology might pick the
argument apart. I could say Bombay, but that doesn't quite ring true. For one, the
Bhatawadekar Hospital where I was born doesn't exist today; the municipal clerk who
issued my birth certificate cannot be traced (I never tried). The manoos will never really
accept it, for my name is too alien for him. Bombay itself has vanished; the Mumbai I
came back to in 1995 hasn't quite taken me in.
drawing sail
the barnacles cling
to the hull
My name takes me to villages I've never set foot in. I went to some Tamil villages in
2001, but I was just a tourist. My great aunt I'd never seen before; the dialect, clothing,
attitudes, food were too distant. I found myself yearning for a vada-pao. I felt
sympathy for the painted storks in the paddy fields: I too was an immigrant.
fiddler crabs
not among the waves
or the sand
Recently my schoolmates from Sharada Mandir, Panjim reunited on a WhatsApp
group. Their memories and banter erased twenty years of isolation: an anti-depressant
of sorts. Was that a homecoming then – the recollection of school ground arguments
and classroom mischief? The answer, when you do the sums, is no. There were earlier
schools – Higgins, Assumption, Army – earlier roots if that was a criterion.
calypso songs
the summer journey
of the monarchs
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Ah, well. My bus will soon reach my stop, a short walk gets me to a reheated meal
and a warm blanket in a nondescript suburb of Mumbai's poor cousin Thane. As my
back muscles loosen into the six-hour calm of sleep, thoughts of roots recede. They'll
haunt me another day. For now, I've struck them.
tracing the roots
of an orchid's smell
jungle path
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Michael H. Lester
Trouble in the Attic
From the late-night scratching and pitter-pattering, we convince ourselves we have
rats or mice in the attic. My wife asks me to peek and verify the species. You can tell by
the size of the droppings, she declares. Rat droppings are larger and thicker than mouse
droppings.
No, I am not sticking my face up there! I protest. I will call an exterminator.
Asperger’s
she urges him to get
professional help
The exterminator comes to inspect and gives us the bad news. We have rats, and
judging from the extensive urine stains and piles of droppings, they have been there
for a long time. He recommends we remove all the insulation, clean and disinfect the
entire attic, seal off all entry points, and reinstall insulation material treated with a
pest deterrent. All for the bargain price of $5,000.
competing bids
vermin come in all shapes
and sizes
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Vidya S Venkatramani
The End of Road
I am ensconced in my car waiting for the torrential down pour to subside before I
begin driving again. In this bylane, the rain has blurred the world around me taking
with it the appointments, to-do lists, sundry errands. I dream on in this world of green
and brown cozy in my dry bubble. I switch off the engine and listen to the sound of
rain until my phone begins buzzing again.
deadlineeven the moon
has a timetable
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A Soldier’s Bones

By Robert D. Wilson
Reviewed by Angelee Deodhar
Writers and Lovers Studio, 2013
paginated, perfect soft bound; 8.25”x 5.25”
ISBN 978-986-89535-9-8;
US $10 plus s&h from the publisher at wojnicki@yahoo.com.
Robert D. Wilson’s book, A Soldier’s Bones, is a collection of 304 hokku and haiku. A
short introduction, Starsong, is written by environmentalist, poet, and translator
David Landis Barnhill. The foreword is penned by David G. Lanoue. Wilson's book
is dedicated to the co-owner of Simply Haiku, Sasa Vazic.
The haiku are arranged 3 to a page on crisp white paper, with plenty of white space
around each of them.
To get a thorough understanding and appreciation of this book, one needs to know
some facts about its author. Wilson is a Vietnam veteran, who learned about haiku
from his father, Robert Dean Wilson. Wilson is the author of Vietnam Ruminations,
an artist, award-winning poet, teacher, and co-owner of the online journal Simply
Haiku devoted to haiku and related forms.
Influenced by Japanese haiku masters, he is proponent of zoka and follower of Basho’s
fundamental poetic principle of returning to the haiku source . . . the pine, and of
becoming the pine.
In this book, we find a dreamscape of celestial magnitude; whether he writes of
barren limbs …
the moon waltzing
on tufts of breath

or
moonless night . . .
all that remains of a
cicada’s song
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His is a fresh, distinct voice. His take on ordinary rain drumming on a tin roof evokes
all our senses:

do they
have names, these drops?
chatting tin
And then we progress to the wind:
ebb tide…
this dance of clouds
and wind
gull song . . .
the playfulness
of kelp
What is remarkable is how haiku scenes progress as in this example:
sundown…
worker ants side step
the stars
followed by

the stillness
of this laborer’s fingers…
sorting chaff
Perhaps, the labourer stops working in order to look up at the stars … that ants
sidestep in a puddle. Wilson’s haiku are grounded in reality, yet exhilarating, as they
touch the skies:
carabao…
plowing a hundred
dark clouds
And then we have, in the very next haiku, an ominous image:
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for rice…
the flutter of
locust wings
Wilson, who so skilfully unites nature with self, wonders:
spring shadows…
which one of us
is real?
His haiku also focus on female sensibilities as in this poem of total desolation:
hot summer…
the stillness of an
empty womb
Is it a womb of a barren woman, a woman who has had an abortion, or miscarriage?
As well as in:
morning dew…
the forlorn look in a
bargirl’s eyes
We move through Wilson’s nightscape:
lanternless light…
behind the darkness,
more darkness
to arrive at:
look, a firefly . . .
bathing the village
with light!
Reminiscent of Basho’s whitefish haiku is:
upturned stone…
stealing an inch
of whiteness
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whereas:
the screech
of your scalpel, wind . . .
autumn night
makes one shiver in the chill autumnal dark.
His Issa-like compassion as well as wry amusement are demonstrated in these haiku:
passing noon…
the field mouse in
an owl’s eyes

be still…
brother cockroach
is passing
Wilson’s mundane becomes the extraordinary with his exceptional use of language:
scaling fish
on a wooden block . . .
chatting blades
The author, influenced by Oriental philosophy, is able to detach his mind from
the self and to enter the realm of nature in a simple way.
Stars weave back and forth through Wilson’s haiku:
short night . . .
a gnarled woman
plucking stars
And the last but one haiku:
thick fog…
a tall boatman
fording stars
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The soldier’s bones are clearly reflected in the following poignant haiku, doubtless, a
memory of his Vietnam experiences when the sun was setting on life:

sunset…
holding a soldier’s
entrails
This one is immediately followed by:
morning calm…
the field holds
its breath
Is it a battlefield over which death hovers?
The main feature of A Soldier’s Bones is the simplicity of language and the author’s
honesty reflecting a Bashoesque sensibility:
are they clouds . . .
or egrets flying into
a tapestry?

longing
to be a crane…
heaven’s river
In conclusion, aside from a few printer’s devils, the book is a thought provoking,
delightful read. It would certainly make the author's father, Robert Dean Wilson,
proud. The cover design could have been subtler if a better photo of Robert D. Wilson
had been used. Also, a short note on haiku aesthetics would have been useful, as well
as an explanation regarding the division between haiku and hokku among the 304
remarkable poems included in the book.
Robert D. Wilson is a master craftsman of simplicity and depth, from whom we all
have to learn a lot.
I would recommend adding this collection, which should be read repeatedly, to your
bookshelf.
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Vengunad Dhaatri Menon
Interviewed By Geethanjali Rajan, Chennai
Vengunad Dhaatri Menon is a college student who loves to paint. She hopes to use
her skills to ‘bring about changes’ in the world around her. Ask her what changes she
would like to make and pat comes the answer: “I am anti-bullying and want to create
awareness around the issue. I would also like to use art to create change in the areas
of women and child welfare, gender issues and health and hygiene.” I point out, albeit
cheekily, that most famous artists painted for the joy of it and not to create social
change. She replies, “Well, how do you know what they were thinking before they
became famous?”
When did you formally start painting? Who would you say has motivated you to
paint?
Dhaatri: I haven’t started painting formally.
Well, your room looks like a studio with paints all over, the easel…
I don’t remember when I started dabbling with paint – was I 6 years old? Anyway, I
think it was when I started going to painting lessons with my favourite art teacher
and artist, Mr A V Ilango, that I started understanding what it means to paint. I was
around 8 years old. He believes that everyone can paint and that really helped me
believe that someday, I too will paint! He is a great artist and a really calm person,
always smiling. He insisted that we sketch or paint still-life and paint what we see.
Unfortunately, he moved away from Chennai… or I might have started ‘real’ painting,
if he were here.
In grade 8, when we made the decision to move to an open school curriculum, that
decision helped me discover art. Apart from the fact that I studied art and art history,
in my 10th and 12th standard and had to make portfolios for exams, it gave me time to
explore what I liked to do – colours, drawing. Now that I study Visual
Communication, I hope all this will come together. Sometime in the future, I want to
study painting formally, in a good art school.
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Eventually, I am sure everything will come together. Do you have someone who you
can call your favourite artist?
I don’t have ‘one’ favourite artist. I have many favourites – Amrita Shergill’s paintings
are inspiring! I like Edgar Degas’ ballerinas and the play of light in his work. It is said
that he preferred being a ‘realist’ rather than an ‘impressionist’ and a lot of his work
is pictured indoors.
Van Gogh is a favourite, especially the impasto technique he used. I think his still-life
and landscapes were done in a way that was ahead of his time. He conveyed his
emotional state in his art and the colours he used, also suggested his state of mind.
So is there a painting that you can nominate to be your all-time favourite?
The Starry Night by Vincent Van Gogh. I hope I get to see it sometime in the future!
Let’s talk about your paintings. Is there any one form or style of painting that you
favour?
Not really. I like to try all styles and forms. I am still in the experimental stage and
don’t stick to one form and I don’t have a style of my own, right now. Maybe in the
future, I will.
All artists take time to evolve and I am sure your journey will see you trying many
exciting styles and finding some, more fulfilling than the others. Do you have any
medium that you prefer over the others?
For now, it is acrylic paints. I find it easy to work with. It dries faster than oils which
take forever. I love working with textures and acrylic lets me do that with the impasto
technique. When dry, the object painted gets a 3D texture. Of course, to be an oil
painter will probably be a long journey for me. And I hope to start that journey some
time.
Yes, I have seen that you use impasto techniques with the brush and palette knife with
acrylic on paper. Could you tell us a bit about your choice of colours?
I paint whatever colours I think are appropriate for the picture. I have had art teachers
tell me that I am using too much of black or that the colours aren’t traditional
combinations. I learn from that. But in the end, the colours all just happen. I stop when
I feel that the end result is good. Sometimes, I start with an idea of what I want and
end up with something totally different. It is exciting to see how the colours all come
together in the end.
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What is the best part of painting a picture?
The best part? I don’t know. Perhaps, it is the colours. And in the end, when a painting
is done, the satisfaction. Painting allows me to be whoever I want to be and also calms
me down. It is almost like therapy.
What are the other activities that you are involved with?
I am college student and I do what every student is expected to do – study, exams.
Apart from that, I am interested in movies, music, drama, books. I like poetry.
You are a closet poet too. Who are the poets that you read?
I read whatever is in the room. Some I like and some I don’t.
Okay, so you aren’t ready to list out what you read. Give us a line from a poem that
you like.
Robert Frost from ‘The Road Not Taken’.
“Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less travelled by,
And that has made all the difference.”
I think it is relevant to many of the choices I have made and many that I will make.
Like opting to do the kind of subjects that I did in school – painting, mass
communication – I had a lot of people telling me that I was ‘different’ and not so
kindly, either!
Just like writers and poets should read widely, what do you think artists should do?
I think artists should read too! In fact, I think everyone should read. Of course, artists
should also go for exhibitions and see other peoples’ work. This is especially true for
amateurs like me. It helps to see other peoples’ work and be inspired, experiment on
styles, observe the media used in the painting, the genre. It is a lot of learning and fun.
Is there any aspect of art that you see yourself exploring in the future? Or is it too early
to say?
Instillations. Something I do want to try is the concept of sustainable art. In the future,
I want to use earth-friendly colours and materials for art. I don’t know how to make
that happen as yet, but I would like to explore that area. Also, creation of art from
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recycled material. But for a long time, I will just have to keep painting and see where
it goes.
Thank you, Dhaatri, for this tete- a- tete. Wish you a colour-filled voyage!
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Section 6
Submission Guidelines
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Narrow Road Literary Magazine is a triannual journal published in April, August and
December. It focusses on flash fiction, poetry and haibun. The first edition of the
journal, which you have been reading was invite only. However, from the second
edition we are open to unsolicited submissions and will read your works during the
following periods:
June 1 - July 15 for the August Issue.
Oct 1 - Nov 15 for the December Issue.
Feb 1 - Mar 15 for the April Issue.
All flash fiction pieces, poems and haibun (works) submitted for publication will
undergo a review by editors of the individual genres. It will take approximately a
month for them to notify you whether your submission has been accepted, accepted
subject to revisions, or not accepted. Please be aware that at times, our editors may be
unavailable for short periods, so there could be delays in getting back to you. Time
constraints and the voluntary nature of editors' roles restrict editors from
corresponding in any depth with writers whose work has not been accepted.
We like to keep the communication lines clear and simple. But please do follow the
following guidelines. Please remember all submissions are subject to these guidelines.
1) You may submit up to three pieces in a single submission during any one
submission period.
2) You may only submit work that is not under consideration by other publications.
Works posted on closed Internet discussion forums or on personal web sites that are
not publication sites will be considered, and so will previously published works,
provided you inform us of the publication venue and date. If accepted, the said work
will be noted as previously published.
4) Once a work is accepted, we reserve the right to publish the work in the next issue
of Narrow Road, and in any associated annual print or online journals or anthologies.
5) Narrow Road retains first rights for all works that appear in this journal for the first
time. This means that if your work is subsequently published elsewhere, that
publication must cite Narrow Road as the place of original publication.
6) Please do include your Name and your place of residence in the mail that you send
us.
Submission Procedures are as follows.
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1) Submissions are to be sent to individual editors on narrowroad.mag@gmail.com .
The editor for each genre are listed below: a)

Flash Fiction – Rohini Gupta

b)

Poetry –Raamesh Gowri Raghavan

c)

Haibun – Paresh Tiwari

2) Your subject line should contain your name, the title(s) of your works, the genre
you are submitting for and the date. Send separate emails for separate genres, it makes the
editors’ lives a wee bit more worth living. We request you to paste your work directly into
the body of the email, unless the concrete structure of your work requires you to put
it in a word doc or pdf. In this case please do mention in your mail that you want your
work to appear in the form you have sent.
Copy Editing
All work accepted will be copy (not content) edited. As for changes in content, once a
piece has been accepted and formatted for the journal, we will not accept content
changes except under unusual circumstances.
We look forward to your works.
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Section 7
What are we looking for?
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Flash Fiction
Flash fiction is very short fiction which can range anywhere from 6 words to 1000
words. It's called flash because it can be read easily in a few minutes. It is also called
quick fiction, short-short, micro fiction, sudden fiction, smoke long fiction or postcard
fiction.
The only difference between short stories and flash fiction is the length. In this
magazine, we are looking for stories of no more than 1000 words. There is no
minimum length. If you can tell a story in very few words, go for it. The shorter your
story (if it fulfils the criteria of a story), the better your chance of getting it accepted.
However, the maximum length is fixed. Which means 1000 and below is okay but 1001
and above is not. Edit carefully and check word length before sending it in.
Within the 1000 words we are looking for a complete story with a beginning, a middle
and an end, at least one character, some action or movement and preferably, some
dialogue.
A story can be defined as - a character facing a problem, acting to resolve it and
reaching some kind of completion at the end. There must be movement and progress
in the story.
The ending can be of any kind – a happy or unhappy ending. A twist or a surprise or
even an ambiguous ending provided it seems natural and not contrived.
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Poetry
There are as many definitions of poetry as there are poets. Wordsworth defined poetry
as "the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings;" Emily Dickinson said, "If I read a
book and it makes my body so cold no fire ever can warm me, I know that is poetry;"
and Dylan Thomas defined poetry this way: "Poetry is what makes me laugh or cry or
yawn, what makes my toenails twinkle, what makes me want to do this or that or
nothing."
Poetry is a lot of things to a lot of people. And we at Narrow Road will not attempt to
tell you what that is, since we are not that sure either. But yes, we not look at
unnecessarily1 rhyming words very kindly.
P.S. Please avoid sending us shape poetry. It’s the devil to format and is a great cause
of destroyed friendships.

1

Go ahead and send a villanelle, sonnet or any other form poetry if you’re confident of getting the meter and
rhythm right, alongside the rhyme.
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Haibun
Haibun is a prose poem that uses embedded haiku to enhance the composition’s
overall resonance and effect. And that’s all that we will leave you with. English
language haibun is an evolving and highly complex form of writing and if we start
delving into the various definitions, do’s and don’ts, is and isn’t, we may never be
able to enjoy what the form may stand for.
The fourteen haibun contained in this first issue would give you a fair idea of what
we are looking for. Surprise us, move us, shock us, just do not maintain the status quo.
As for the haiku in the haibun, we believe it to be an integral part of the composition.
It should move the story forward, or take the narrative in another direction It may add
insight or another dimension to the prose, resolves the conflict in an unpredictable
way, or may question the resolution of the prose.
It’s perfectly fine with us if the haiku does not work as a standalone piece of poetry, if
it makes sense in the overall narrative and follows the other aesthetics of a haiku, we
are open to it. But, yes 5-7-5 is usually not a haiku.
Happy Writing!
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